
Leisure Division  - A subsidiary of Caesars Travel Group



About Us

Caesars Leisure Division is a subsidiary of Caesars Travel Group
(CTG) which comes under the umbrella of Caesars Group of
Companies – the parent organization. Under Caesars Leisure
Division, we have many other subsidiaries also, based on the
product that we are handling.

Our Leisure Division was established in 2002, and almost an 18-
year-old name in the travel/tourism trade. Initially formed to meet
the in-house demands of our group but over a period of time, we
started to look for the new avenues, not only for the in-house
requirements but for the whole country’s outbound tourism.

We, at Caesars Leisure Division are a team of highly experienced
and energetic professionals with decades of experience and
practical knowledge which enables us to provide the best holiday
solutions for leisure travelers.
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Key Management

There is nothing quite like a good holiday and it is a great
opportunity to get away from your daily routine and see new
places, and these trips are also important in terms of health and
wellbeing. A holiday can be a chance to improve your physical
and mental well-being, and an experience which everyone should
be taking advantage of at least once a year.

Keeping these psychologies in mind, Caesars Holidays Leisure
Division was formed with a team of experienced leisure
professionals in the trade.
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Sebastian Joseph
Director



What We Offer

• Tour Packages

• Hotel Booking

• Apartment booking

• Corporate events and 
Incentive Tours

• Pilgrimage Tours

• Cruise

• Ayurvedic rejuvenation 
and wellness Packages

• Visa Services

• Educational Trip

• Sports Travel

• Eurail

• Fixed Group Departures

• Honeymoon Packages

• Air Tickets

• Travel Insurance

• Kuwait Inbound Tourism

• Student Trips

• Car Rental

• Rail Bookings

• Exhibition and Events

• Medical Tourism

• Adventure Trips

• Cultural Show Tickets

• And many more….
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Leisure Division - At a glance
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Leisure Division

Caesars Holidays
Globus Family Of 

Brands
Cruise Center hotelsglobe.net Club Mahindra

Various Representations 

Caesars Holidays Globus Family Of Brands

World Leading Cruise Representations Holiday Representations



Milestones - The Journey
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Why Caesars Leisure Division?

Caesars Leisure Division is a trusted name in the Travel &
Tourism industry since its inception in Kuwait. Our team of experts
takes pride in their thoughtful approach to planning your
business tour & family holiday. We find out what you think might
make it extra special, then sprinkle in our own special ways to
help your dream holiday come true. Moreover, we can assure that
you are in the right hands as there is always a holiday consultant
available 24/7 to handle any unforeseen situations for leisure
travel, and we do our best to respond to emails and voicemail as
soon as possible during and after our regular office hours.

To achieve these core values, we closely monitor customer
satisfaction and constantly explore new ways to exceed our
customer expectations.
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Caesars Holidays was established in 2002 with the aim of
meeting the increasing demand for premium Holiday Packages
from regular ticketing customers, which is today a preferred
choice for holiday travelers. Caesars Holidays is a part of Caesars
Travel Group. Whether you are searching for a Holiday get-away
for the entire family or just a regular hotel booking, Caesars
Holidays is your ideal travel companion.

To provide quality service, we work with our preferred travel and
holiday partners to make hotels, tours and transport services
available as per every traveler’s specific needs. Caesars Holidays
is a one stop shop for all your travel needs, not only dealing with
ready-made packages but a platform for a bespoke trip crafted to
your specifications.
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Caesars Holidays
Ground Floor, Al Nafisi Tower, Abdullah Al-Mubarak Street, Kuwait City, P.O. Box # 28229, Safat 13056, Mirqab, Kuwait

Tel. : 22462363 / 8577 / 7559 / 7599 / 7743 /7749 / 22454303, E-mail : city@caesarsholidays.com

Snijith Krishnamoorthy
Holidays Consultant



Cruising has emerged as a popular vacation choice in tough
economic conditions. It has become a top vacation choice due to
its all-inclusive and value-driven nature and continues to grow as
more and more travelers discover that cruising offers exotic
destinations with enticing excursions at attractive pricing.

We have taken this market intelligence in a positive way. That is
why we have launched this new concept of bringing all cruises on
one platform under the banner "Cruise Center".
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Cruise Center
Ground Floor, Al Nafisi Tower, Abdullah Al-Mubarak Street, Kuwait City, P.O. Box # 28229, Safat 13056, Mirqab, Kuwait. 

Tel. : 2241 4340/ 2245/ 4301, E-mail : info@cruisecenterkwi.com

Bijoy John
Senior Cruise Specialist



The launch of hotelsglobe.net is mainly targeted at the flow of
foreign tourists into Kuwait. Kuwait attractions includes starting
from water sports to its enticing architecture, and travelers from
around the world are discovering these delights of Kuwait.
Besides, Kuwait tourism incorporates a range of holidays, from
cultural breaks to shopping trips. As a highly urbanized state,
Kuwait offers many attractions and services to tourists and visitors.
In brief, it offers a world class experience in hospitality with its
small yet solid hotel Industry.

hotelsglobe.net is the right platform to arrange the sightseeing
packages for Kuwait which makes your visit to the country a very
enriching and memorable experience.
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hotelsglobe.net
Ground Floor, Al Nafisi Tower, Abdullah Al-Mubarak Street, Kuwait City, P.O. Box # 28229, Safat 13056, Mirqab, Kuwait.

Tel. : 2246 3419/ 2579/ 3420, E-mail : sales@hotelsglobe.co

Anson Anu K. A.
Senior Tours Consultant



hotelsglobe.net - Our Signature Attractions

Yacht

We having been helping to create unforgettable yacht travel
experiences in Kuwait to our ocean-friendly travelers. This can be
a tour to any of the beautiful islands of Kuwait, giving a unique
experience.

A beautiful ocean right at your feet and there is no end to it - that
is what the oceanic Kuwait has got to offer. But what you can take
apart from the sea blue panorama is the ways and means of
enjoying them. Sea is not just about being on the beach and
seeing the sun set in the horizon. If you want to enjoy the sea,
enjoy to the fullest, especially in a Yacht!!!
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hotelsglobe.net - Our Signature Attractions (Contd..)

Week Break Tours

Private Sightseeing Tours - Come to discover Kuwait with us!
Whether it's just a short tour to get around the city or a multi-day
tour in deep Kuwait, we have the solution for your vacations. Enjoy
our tours like desert camp, cultural and historical site visits,
magnificent & architectural excellence of Kuwait mosques, and
heritage sites. Our Tour Guides are approved by the respective
ministry of tourism and other government authorities, having the
required skills with multi-language proficiencies.

In brief, we take you into the country not as tourists but as guests
who enjoy discovering not only the beauty of our country but
even exploring the various rich cultural heritage of Kuwait.
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hotelsglobe.net - Our Signature Attractions (Contd..)

Transfers 

Having our own Fleet of vehicles always gives us an Edge over
others to offer you uncompromised end to end service. Whether
you have an individual traveler or a Group, our Grand Limo (Rent a
Car) will ensure you the most comfortable journey, so sit back and
relax because you are in safe hands.

We have different range of vehicles based on your requirements.
All our vehicles are new, well maintained and clean, ensuring
utmost comfort for the customer, and our drivers are educated,
polite and multilingual. We are available for any of your services
such as airport transfers, private travel, business meetings, family
trips or you name it, we are there. You can rest assured of timely
pick up and a smooth transportation.
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The Globus Family of Brands provides a variety of products
addressing the needs of today’s diverse traveler with unparalleled
vacation experiences, full of discovery and insight. At the Globus
family of brands, we create vacations with just the right balance of
included features and free time, and along the way, tell the stories
within every journey that bring your destination to life. It all comes
together to give you the feeling of being a true local - not just a
visitor. And we do it all in four distinct ways.
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Caesars Travel Int’l Co. W. L. L.
Office No B-6, Sharifa Complex, Behind Muthanna Complex, Fahad Al Salem Street, Salhiya, Kuwait

Tel. : +965 2249 3924, E-mail : leisure@leisure.com.kw

Shibu Thomas
Manager



Globus Family of Brands (Contd..) 

Russian Visa

We offer quick and hassle-free process of your Russian Visa for all
business and leisure travel.

We understand the needs of the modern day traveler, and timely
processing of Visa has always been our forte. Our unique
knowledge of visa requirements enables us to provide you with
the highest level of expertise and support to ensure a successful
trip, be it for business or for pleasure. We arrange the Russian visa
in no time as we have been assigned by the Russian Embassy for
facilitating the visa requirements of Russian-bound passengers,
saving time for all the run around. Submit the required minimum
documents in our office, and be relaxed.

Our exclusive leisure office, Caesars International Travel Co. W. L.
L. - Global Family of Brands, handling this visa services will always
happy to support you in this regard. Visa processing fees are not
refundable. Processing times, requirements and fees are subject
to change without notice.
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GSA for AOS (Asian Overland Services) Tours & Travel

Asian Overland Services Tours & Travel Sdn Bhd, better known as
AOS, is a Malaysian company with more than 42 years experience
in the leisure and incentive sectors of tourism. Asian Overland
Services Tours & Travel’s online system which is a dynamic B2B
online system with a complete travel booking solution and a
sophisticated internet-based reservation system for hotel, transfer
and tour. AOS White Label Solution is the easiest, fastest and most
cost-effective way to give live access of all our travel products and
our worldwide best available hotel rates from our inventory to
your staffs or agents with 100% identity of your Company. Please
Contact Us if you require any further information.
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Caesars Travel Int’l Co. W. L. L.
Office No B-6, Sharifa Complex, Behind Muthanna Complex, 

Fahad Al Salem Street, Salhiya, Kuwait
Tel. : +965 2249 3924, E-mail : leisure@leisure.com.kw



Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India Ltd. (MHRIL), a part of Leisure
and Hospitality sector of the Mahindra Group, offers quality family
holidays primarily through vacation ownership memberships and
brings to the industry, values such as reliability, trust and
customer satisfaction. Started in 1996, the company's flagship
brand ‘Club Mahindra Holidays’, today has a fast-growing
customer base of over 250,000 members and 100+ resorts at
some of the most exotic locations in India and abroad.
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Club Mahindra
M2 Floor, Al Jawhara Tower, Ali Al Salem Street, Al Salhiya, P.B. No. 28229, Safat 13056, Kuwait

Tel. : +965 22260270, E-mail : sales.clubmahindra@citcw.com

Shallu Sunny
GSA Coordinator



Airline Ticket Booking
With Caesars Leisure Division, irrespective of our dedicated services assigned, you can plan your
itinerary also with ease as travel consultants are also available under the same roof. Not only are you
getting the best deal, we will also help you choose the most convenient route by providing you air
tickets in Kuwait to any destination in the world.

Our Travel division have 21 IATA accredited travel offices across Kuwait, giving easy access to
customers from all parts of the country.
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CITY (H.O)
Tel 22423185
Fax 22423195

city@caesarstravel.com

KHAITAN
Tel 24711235
Fax 24711243

khaitan@caesarstravel.com

SALMIYA
Tel 25667161
Fax 25667165

salmiya1@caesarstravel.com

SALMIYA II
Tel 25633645
Fax 25633658

salmiya2@caesarstravel.com

JALEEB
Tel 24317751
Fax 24317735

jaleeb1@caesarstravel.com

JALEEB II
Tel 24349632
Fax 24318783

jaleeb2@caesarstravel.com

FAHAHEEL
Tel 23926672
Fax 23926670

fahaheel1@caesarstravel.com

FAHAHEEL II
Tel 23910735
Fax 23914367

fahaheel2@caesarstravel.com

FARWANIYA
Tel 24766394
Fax 24766390

farwaniya@caesarstravel.com

MANGAF
Tel 23731601
Fax 23731613

mangaf@caesarstravel.com

HAWALLY
Tel 22637269
Fax 22637319

hawally@caesarstravel.com

KABAYAN CORNER
Tel 24349632
Fax 24348108

kabayan@caesarstravel.com

RIGGAE
Tel 24890722
Fax 24890193

riggae@caesarstravel.com

JAHRA
Tel 24569657
Fax 24569682

jahra@caesarstravel.com

MAHBOULA
Tel 23717362
Fax 23717376

mahboula@caesarstravel.com

MANGAF II
Tel 23717238
Fax 23717528

mangaf2@caesarstravel.com

ABU HALIFA
Tel 23723800
Fax 23719600

abuhalifa@caesarstravel.com

FINTAS
Tel 24729127
Fax 24729149

fintas@caesarstravel.com

MAHBOULA II
Tel 23724306
Fax 23724253

mahboula2@caesarstravel.com

QIBLA
Tel 22260840
Fax 22261032

aljawhara@caesarstravel.com

HAWALLY II
Tel 22642194

22642196
hawally@ejazatravel.com



Leisure Offices - At a glimpse
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Cruise Center Caesars Holidays hotelsglobe.net

Caesars Int’l Travel Co. W.L.L. Club Mahindra



Copies of our few Awards & Accolades 
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Few Media Clippings
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Vision & Mission

• Expand the network by opening more retail outlets across the

country

• Starting overseas branches in Middle East

• Represent world’s leading Tour Operators/Airline Holiday

Divisions/Cruise Companies.

• Represent Government affiliated Tourism, and Boards of

leading countries, mainly depending on inbound Tourism

• Represent the world’s most popular rail networks

• Venture into Medical Tourism
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Contact Us
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Caesars Holidays - Kuwait City (Head 
Office) 

Al –Nafisi Tower (Ground Floor), Abdulla 
Al Mubarak Street (Opposite Science 

Museum), Mirgab,
P. B. No. 28229 , Safat 13056, Kuwait.

Phone: +965 22462363 / 8577 / 7559 / 
7599 / 7743 /7749 / 22454303

Email ID : city@caesarsarsholidays.com 

Caesars Holidays - Fahaheel (Branch)
Naif Hamed Al - Dabbous Complex

Shop No 60 , Ground Floor 
(Next to LULU Super Market), P.O. Box # 28229, 

Safat 13056 Fahaheel, Kuwait. 
Tel: +965 2391 0735/ 45/ 23913865

E-mail: Fahaheel@caesarsholidays.com

Caesars Holidays - Salmiya (Branch)
Building No 29, Block 10,

(Behind Don Bosco School), Amman Street, 
P.O. Box # 28229, Safat 13056 

Salmiya, Kuwait. Tel:  +965 2563 9791/ 2566/ 
7161 

E-mail: salmiya@caesarsholidays.com 

Cruise Center
Ground Floor, Al Nafisi Tower, Abdullah Al-

Mubarak Street, Kuwait City, P.O. Box # 28229, 
Safat 13056, Mirqab, Kuwait. 
Tel. : 2241 4340/ 2245/ 4301

E-mail : info@cruisecenterkwi.com

hotelsglobe.net
Ground Floor, Al Nafisi Tower, Abdullah Al-

Mubarak Street, P.O. Box # 28229, Safat 13056, 
Mirqab, Kuwait.

Tel. : 2246 3419/ 2579/ 3420
E-mail : sales@hotelsglobe.co

Caesars Int’l Travel Co. W.L.L.
Office No B-6, Sharifa Complex, Behind Muthanna 

Complex, Fahad Al Salem Street, P.O. Box # 
28229, Safat 13056, Salhiya, Kuwait. Tel. : +965 

2249 3924, 
E-mail : leisure@leisure.com.kw

Club Mahindra
M2 Floor, Al Jawhara Tower

Ali Al Salem Street, P.O. Box # 28229, 
Safat 13056 

Al Salhiya, Kuwait
Tel. : +965 22260270

E-mail : sales.clubmahindra@citcw.com



Thank You


